Welcome to Gift Academy Inc.’s Gift Event June 9 – 15, 2019 Dallas, TX
Dallas Executive Airport - KRBD
This event is for Ladies (gals, girls women etc.) ages 18 and up. What is on the Agenda?
Intensive Ground and Flight Training. This is the main focus of the event, not only information for the
knowledge test, but we will answer questions that will pertain to more in-depth knowledge for oral or
personal information. We break down into terms you understand even if have to explain in three different
ways! We want you to work together as peers to teach and to learn. We will adjust the teaching to meet the
needs and goals of those who enroll in the GIFT academy. We will assist in understanding basics of flight,
the joy, safety, dispel myths and fears, passing the written tests, and/or prepare for an oral and practical test.
We will also assist in the understanding of weather, weight and balance, aerodynamics, regulations, air
space, GPS, etc. If its applicable to flying ask and we will cover the whys, history and how to as much as
we can.
Much of the time will be focused on the knowledge test, oral and practical knowledge as well as real
knowledge used in everyday flying. We hope the students will leave the event with the knowledge and
skills to make them better and safer pilots when they return to their home airports. We hope each student
will bond with other to develop friendships that will enable them to reach out to one another when in need
of someone who understands their experiences.
What About Flight Training?
We will provide flight training. All costs of aircraft are to help defray the maintenance and insurance costs
of the Owners/flight schools that have generously loaned their aircraft for this event. No guarantee of flight
time, solo, checkrides or tests, yet we will work, and schedule best as can based on aircraft, instructors,
weather for flying.
How Much Will It Cost?
A reservation deposit $100 which covers a T-shirt, daily lunches and some included ground school supplies.
A prepay option $525.00 to purchase towards flight time at the event. Up to 5 hours of flight. ($105 an
hour). This may vary based on aircraft loaned to us as some aircraft may cost more such as a tailwheel
aircraft or a complex. This is not a requirement to attend the ground school.
Due to the responses of ladies wishing to join us each year we will be limiting the number to 20 attendees.
Mail to P.O. Box 1814 Roanoke, Tx 76262 or email gifteventsignup@gmail.com

Gift Academy Inc. Application
Required Student/Rental Pilot Information
Name: ___________________________________________
Age:___________
Phone: ______________________________
Email:_______________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
City:_________________________________ State: _________ Zip:_______________
Alt Phone: ____________________________
Emergency Contact: ______________________________
Contact # ___________________________________________
Relationship: ______________________________________
TSA Requirement: US Citizenship proof is required to attend please attach a copy of US Passport
OR Birth Certificate and Government issued Photo ID (driver license)
Medical/Student Pilot Certificate:
( ) yes Date/type_________________________________
( ) none
Knowledge test (written for license training for)
( ) yes – Test name and Date:_______________________________
( ) no
Flight Experience if any (list licenses if any obtained):
Total hours ______________
License Student ( )
Private pilot airplane ( )
Instrument airplane ( )
Commerical airplane ( )
Other:
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Flight Training Goals from this event: (Fears, struggles, or even just progress)

Gift Academy Inc Application and agreements
On this _____ day of _______________, 20____ this Aircraft Student/Rental Agreement is made by and
between Gift Academy Inc and Student/Rental Pilot
____________________________________________________________. (print Legal name)
This Agreement provides information to all Student/Rental Pilots renting aircraft from Gift Academy Inc.
and governs the Rental of aircraft, instruction and provision of other services by Gift Academy Inc. to
Student/Rental Pilot. In consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein and other valuable
consideration, the parties hereto agree as follows:
I. Payment. Payment is due when services are required per attached application. Gift Academy Inc. accepts
cash, checks and money orders as payment for services rendered credit card thru our website for
prepayments. All checks returned for “Insufficient Funds” will incur a service charge in the amount of
$40.00 per check in addition to the cost of services rendered. Credit cards may incur a convenience fee of
5%
II. Insurance. Current information regarding our insurance may be obtained through the operations
management.
a) Aircraft. In order to meet our insurance obligations, all aircraft will require check out
procedures with a company-approved instructor. Please check with the Flight Instructors/Staff
for these requirements.
b) Damage. The Student/Rental Pilot agrees to pay for any and all damage to the aircraft as a
result of the Student/Rental Pilot’s use of the aircraft. It is the Student/Rental Pilot’s sole
responsibility to ensure proper treatment and handling of the aircraft and/or equipment, which
is being rented to the Student/Rental Pilot. Student/Rental pilot will be responsible for paying
appropriate current shop rates for repairs or deductible in any insurance claims if cause is due
to pilot negligence. The Student/Rental Pilot may also be responsible for any liability to other
persons, and any costs, damages, losses, including loss of use and attorney fees arising in
connection with use of an aircraft. Renter's insurance coverage is not required, but
recommended if will be solo, or time building without an instructor.
III. Flight Instruction. ONLY APPROVED GIFT ACADEMY INC. Flight Instructors are authorized to
provide flight instruction in Gift Academy Inc. aircraft. Fees and scheduling are handled by the individual
instructors. Instructors are independent contractors and do not work directly for Gift Academy Inc. Consult
with the Chief instructors or with the dispatch staff for scheduling.
IV. Hold Harmless. The Student/Rental Pilot hereby agrees to indemnify and hold Gift Academy Inc.,
Any employees, mechanics, independent contractors, and any other volunteers, harmless against any
liabilities, claims or damages which result from/or are in connection with Student/Rental Pilot’s
Student/Rental of an aircraft pursuant to this agreement; and the Student/Rental Pilot also agrees to be
responsible for the payment of any damages caused to Student/Rental Pilot, third parties, personal property
and property belonging to third parties, and to the aircraft and/or equipment while in the Student/Rental
Pilot’s possession and use.

V. Compliance with Regulations. The Student/Rental Pilot hereby agrees to comply with all Federal
Aviation Regulations at all times. The Student/Rental Pilot further agrees that the aircraft shall only be
operated in accordance with all Federal, State, and Local laws and regulations.
a) Aircraft Flight Time. The Student/Rental Pilot is responsible for checking the current
flight hour meter time, to the highest tenth, on the aircraft dispatch. Hour meter differences found
prior to starting the aircraft must be immediately reported to Gift Academy Staff for adjustment.
Unreported differences are the Student/Rental Pilot’s responsibility. The Student/Rental Pilot will
record on the aircraft dispatch, to the highest tenth, the ending HOBBS time after shutting down
the aircraft. (HOBBS Can be replaced with other means deemed necessary if needed.) Use Tach
time in place of an flight hour meter plane does not have one installed. Failure to record flight on
flight sheets can be grounds for rental agreements be terminated.
b) Preflight inspection. It is the Student/Rental Pilot’s responsibility to do proper preflight
inspection, verify fuel quantity, Oil Quantity inspect all tires prior to startup and taxi. And all
flights. Student/Rental Pilots will be responsible for any tire damage if found prior to next flight of
the aircraft. Cost will be based on 1.5 hour shop labor at standard rate plus the cost of replacement
tire and tube if required.
_______Initial
c) Master/Avionics Switches. It is the Student/Rental Pilot’s responsibility to leave the
aircraft with the master and avionics switches turned off after each flight. If it becomes necessary
to recharge or jump start an aircraft because of failure to comply with this rule, the Student/Rental
Pilot may be charged a fee equal up to 1.5 hour of shop labor at standard rates plus the cost of the
replacement battery if damaged due to discharge.
d) Securing of Aircraft. It is the Student/Rental Pilot’s responsibility to secure the aircraft,
after each flight, with all means provided by Gift Academy Inc. (tie-down ropes, gust locks, throttle
locks, pitot tube cover and etc.).
e) Cleanliness. It is the Student/Rental Pilot’s responsibility to leave the aircraft interior in
a clean condition after each flight.
f) Smoking in Aircraft. Smoking in the aircraft is strictly PROHIBITED. All tobacco
products are prohibited as are the electronic vapor machines. The Student/Rental Pilot will be
refused any further flying privileges for failure to comply with this rule. Smoking on the ramp, or
in the vicinity of any aircraft and/or fueling equipment within a radius of 50 feet is strictly
PROHIBITED.
g) FLIGHT PLAN. Gift Academy Inc. requires that prior to any flight beyond 50 nautical
miles or as required by current FAA regulations a flight plan be approved by instructor is dispatch
staff., Student/Student/Rental Pilot should leave copy of flight plan with dispatch or instructor
approving the flight. (Aircraft are limited to 100NM radius of base airport for Single engine aircraft
unless other arrangements are made.)
h) Fuel. All aircraft must land with a minimum of 1 hour useable fuel reserve. Rental
privileges will be revoked if not adhered to.
h) Weight & Balance. W&B must be calculated prior to all flights, the Student/Rental
Pilot should calculate the weight & balance of the aircraft. Student Student/Rental Pilots on solo
flights are REQUIRED to perform an aircraft weight and balance.
i) Fees at Other Airports. The Student/Rental Pilot is responsible for settling all landing,
tie-down, handling, and/or any other fees incurred enroute or at the Student/Rental Pilot’s flight
destination at the time they are incurred. If not settled at that time, the Student/Rental Pilot will be
charged a processing fee $50.00 for failure to comply with this rule plus the costs of any fees.

j) Unpaved Airport Landings. Other than with prior permission, or while in training with
a Gift Academy Inc. approved flight instructor, the Student/Rental Pilot is NOT ALLOWED to
conduct any “unpaved airport landings”. “Unpaved Airport Landings” include, but are not limited
to: grass, turf, unpaved, gravel and/or any other unstable surface.
k) Flight Currency with Gift Academy Inc. It is the Student/Rental Pilot’s sole
responsibility to comply with all FARs concerning currency. In addition, Gift Academy Inc.
Requires flights in each type aircraft within the past 30 or 45 days based on experience. Once a
Student/Rental Pilot’s currency expires, the Student/Rental Pilot may be required to have a flight
currency checkout with an Gift Academy Inc. Certified Flight Instructor.
l) Student/Rental Pilot License & Medical Certificate. Gift Academy Inc. requires the
Student/Rental Pilot to maintain a copy of Student/Rental Pilot’s current Student/Rental Pilot
License and Medical Certificate on file with Gift Academy Inc. Gift Academy Inc. also requires a
copy of the Student/Rental Pilot’s valid driver’s license for identification purposes. The TSA
(Transportation and Security Administration) now requires proof of citizenship (Original Birth
Certificate or Valid Passport ONLY) be PROVIDED PRIOR TO ANY TRAINING that might
result in a Certificate and/or additional rating. We are not a TSA approved training provider.
m) Night Flights. It is the Student/Rental Pilot’s sole responsibility to comply with all
FARs concerning night currency.
n) Extended /Overnight Student/Rental. The Student/Rental Pilot understands that all
aircraft require a minimum of 5 hours charge per day for overnight or extended Student/Rentals
unless other arrangements have been made.
VI. Maintenance. Any maintenance related items that could interfere with the safety of a flight, and
squawks found, must be immediately reported to Gift Academy Inc. Staff in person or by e-mail or phone.
Any maintenance related action required away from home base requires prior authorization from Gift
Academy Inc. management.
VII. Emergencies. Student/Rental Pilot agrees to immediately report all accidents—major and minor,
along with any names and addresses of witnesses, and involved parties. In accordance with NTSB rules,
Student/Rental Pilot will not allow the aircraft to be moved unless expressly authorized to do so by Gift
Academy Inc. or local authorities. Student/Rental Pilot will do all that is possible to protect the aircraft from
further loss or damage. In the event of an emergency, the Student/Rental Pilot should immediately contact
local authorities, and then Gift Academy Inc., in accordance with NTSB requirements.
VIII. Entire Agreement. This agreement supersedes any prior negotiations and agreements between the
parties regarding the same issues addressed herein and constitutes the entire agreement of the parties.
IX. Amendment. This Agreement may be amended by Gift Academy Inc. as required.
X. Certification. Student/Rental Pilot certifies that all information supplied to Gift Academy Inc. is true
and correct.
Student/Rental Pilot Signature
__________________________________________Date _____________

Photo and Image Release – I hereby give the Release’s the absolute and irrevocable right and permission
to use photographs, pictures and/or images of myself taken at or derived from my participation in a Flight
Experience, Aviation Activity and/or flight training (the “Images”) in whole or in part, with or without
alteration or modification, in any and/or all manner and in any and/or all media, in connection with Gift
Academy Inc . activities, programs, publications and publicity.
Initial and Date:_____________

This portion to be completed by Gift Academy Inc. Copy Received: _____Student/Rental
Pilot Certificate
_____Medical Certificate _____Driver’s License _____Proof of USA Citizenship
BFR Expiration Date: ____________________
Medical Expiration Date: _______________________
TSA Requirement: US Citizenship proof is required to attend
US Passport copy ( )
Or
Birth Certificate Copy ( ) and Government Photo ID ( )
Reserve seat payment received, and date received. ( ) yes ( ) no
Verifiers Signature:___________________________________________________
Verifiers Name:______________________________________________________
Date received: _______________________________________________________

